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Abstract – This paper demonstrates a novel approach that
combines generative models of organizational dynamics and
sensor network data with a stochastic method. Generative models
specify how organizational performance is related to who
interacts with whom and who performs what. Sensor network
data track who interacts with whom and who performs what
within an organization, and the stochastic methodology fits multiagent models to data through the Monte Carlo method. The data
set used in this paper documents how employees in a data service
center handle tasks with different difficulty levels – tracked with
sociometric badges for one month – and documents links between
performance and behavior. This paper demonstrates the
potential for improving organizational dynamics with body
sensor network data, and therefore also shows the need to
systematically benchmark differential organizational dynamics
models on data sets for different types of organizations.
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The data set used in this paper captures how employees in
an IT facility take a client’s IT configuration requirements and
produce IT product according to these specifications. These
kinds of configuration tasks are information-intensive, and
require that employees talk to one another to fully understand
the specifications. Sociometric badges [15] were deployed for a
period of one month to capture speaking activity (via audio
intensity), face-to-face communication (via infra-red, or “IR,”
scanning), proximity (via Bluetooth scanning) and movement
(with an accelerometer) with 23 participating employees out of
28. In total, 1,900 hours of data were collected, with a median
of 80 hours per employee. Employees were given a computer
system configuration task on a first-come, first-served basis,
with the task rated for difficulty (basic, complex, or advanced)
based on configuration characteristics. Each employee
submitted the completed configuration as well as the price back
to the salesman, and the employee then moved to the back of
the queue for task assignment.

Researchers in organizational science and engineering
speculate that organizational performance is related to the
structure of information flow within an organization, and that
this structure can be observed from who interacts with whom,
and who is where at any given time. In order to quantitatively
relate organizational performance with organizational
dynamics, multi-agent models synthesize time series of how
individuals in an organization behave and interact in order to
solve problems, and from these synthesized time series extract
performance-dynamics statistics [2][3][4][5].

This paper contributes to the course of sensor network
research by being the first to track the locations of more than
80% of the employees in a real organization for as long as 30
days using Zigbee received signal strength indicator (RSSI).
This paper gives evidence from the resulting location
information that organizational performance is determined by
organizational information flow. These results strongly support
the considerable potential in introducing sensor networks to
organizational performance engineering [1], and also the
potential in fitting generative models from organizational
theory to sensor network data from organizations through
Markov processes.

By fitting these multi-agent models to how a real-world
organization functions, we can gain considerable insights: what
types of tasks this organization solves, how different types of
tasks are mapped to different branches of the organization, how
people in different branches behave and interact, who the
experts are, and even how to improve organizational
performance through reengineering organizational dynamics.
By fitting multi-agent models to real-world tracking data, we
can also assess the value and privacy related to such tracking
data, which have never been fully understood. Closely tracking
real-world organizations has become increasingly feasible with
advancements in wearable sensors, and many data sets have
emerged in recent years that track the behavior and interactions
of individuals within different types of organizations, with
varying temporal and spatial resolutions and with different
durations.

In section II, we introduce the data set, including what kind
of organization this data set represents, what performance
measures are in the data set, and what sensor data were
collected (including resolution, duration, and quality). In
section III, we describe the theories that relate organizational
performance to organizational dynamics, and we introduce our
indoor-location algorithm from Zigbee RSSI to anchor nodes
with fixed positions. Being able to track employees’ locations
in the workspace is key to understanding many aspects of
organizational dynamics. In section IV, we extract the
instantaneous locations of the employees, compare their
dynamics and performance both among different branches of
the organization and within the same branch, and give evidence
that organizational performance is determined by
organizational information flow within the face-to-face
network of the organization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

DATA SET

The data in this paper contain the performance, behavior,
and interpersonal interactions of participating employees at a
Chicago-area data server configuration firm for one month.
Performance data include the assigning time, closing time,
difficulty level, assigned-to, closed-by, and number of followups of each task completed during that one-month period.
Behavior data include the locations of the employees estimated
from Zigbee RSSI recorded by the badges worn by each
employee, representing to whom and to which key locations
(printer, warehouse, and so on) they went. Behavior data also
include the recordings of a 3-axis accelerometer on the badge,
from which we estimate the postures and activities of its
wearer. Interaction data include IR scanning by each badge of
the badges worn by other employees, indicating that the latter
are within a 1-meter distance and 30-degree cone in front of the
badge, most likely indicating face-to-face communication. The
badges also record audio intensity from an on-board
microphone, from which we estimate verbal behavior and
verbal interactions. All sensor data are time-stamped.
There were 28 employees at the firm, of which 23
participated in the study. Nineteen-hundred hours of data were
collected, with a median of 80 hours per employee. The
resulting data document the performance of computer system
configuration tasks assigned to employees on a first-come,
first-served basis. These configurations were rated to one of
three levels of difficulty (basic, complex, or advanced) based
on the configuration characteristics. At the conclusion of the
task, the employee submitted the completed configuration as
well as the price back to the salesman, after which the
employee moved to the back of the queue for task assignment.
The layout of the workspace is shown in Figure 1. The base
stations on yellow squares were placed at fixed positions
throughout the workspace in order to locate the badges and
timestamp the data collected by them. Participating employees
are indicated at their booths by their badge IDs; different colors
behind the IDs represent different departmental branches at the
firm. Non-participating employees have letter “N” at their
booths. Employees fetched their badges from the room
containing base station 1 (located at the lower left corner) at
approximately 9am each weekday morning, and returned the
badges to this room at around 6pm in the evening. The RSSI
regions were manually assigned to identify different regions in
the workspace, and do not correspond to any particular sensors
deployed in this experiment.
The employees indicated that their configuration tasks were
information-intensive, and therefore required them to talk to
one another to fully understand the various specifications. As
such, we would expect a positive correlation between the rate
of problem-solving by an employee and the number of places
visited by that employee. Further, from who visited whose
work booth we can determine interpersonal information flow
and expertise in problem-solving.
III.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe how organizational theories
predict the relationship between performance and dynamics at
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Figure 1: The configuration, coordination, and pricing branches
in the organization each have their own spaces. Each participating
employees was assigned a badge with a unique ID, and base
stations with unique IDs were placed at fixed locations for timesampling data records and for localization.

this firm, and discuss why location tracking is important and
how we track locations from RSSI.
Researchers have been using multi-agent models to
simulate organizational dynamics and organizational
performance based on simple generative rules [2][3][4][5]
since long before the availability of sensors to accurately track
the whole population in an organization. In particular, Carley
proposed that organizational dynamics center around three
components (tasks, resources, and individuals) and five
relationships (temporal ordering of tasks, resource prerequisite
of tasks, assignment of personnel to tasks, interpersonal
relationships, and accessibility of resources to individuals).
Previous successes suggest the strong potential to verify these
generative rules with sensor data – fitting multi-agent models
to real-world sensor data that track organization dynamics, and
even providing real-time interventions to organizations by
combining multi-agent models and sensor data.
A key psychological hypothesis behind organizational
theory is transactive memory [6]: an organization coping with
complex tasks often needs a knowledge repertoire far beyond
the memory capacity and reliability of any individual in this
organization. Individuals collaborate to store this total
repertoire by identifying the expertise of one another and
distributing the repertoire among themselves. In the end, each
individual has a subset of the repertoire, and an index of who
knows what and how credible that source is. The longer group
members work with one another, the more they understand this
distribution of expertise and weakness, so the more precise
their communications become and the more productively they
retrieve information and complete tasks.
The face-to-face interaction network is important in
understanding how individuals completed tasks in the data set’s
server configuration firm, because information flow and task
solutions result from this face-to-face network.
We can use the following generative multi-agent process to
model the dynamics and performance of the IT firm that is
compatible with the organizational dynamics theory. An

individual iterates among four states during his work: working
on his assignment by himself, asking for help from another
individual, giving help to another individual, or idling. This
individual enters and exits different states with different
probabilities, proportional to the rates of different events: how
often tasks come, how he and his counterparts make choices,
and how effective these choices are towards assignment
closing. Hence the number of tasks closed by an individual is
inversely proportional to the average "survival time" of a task
(the time for this individual to finish a task), and the average
survival time of a task is an exponential function of the
negative rate with which this individual finishes tasks in his
different states [7]. Going to the booth of an individual with the
right piece of knowledge will increase the productivity by a
certain factor, dependent on how often this right piece of
knowledge is needed and how effective is the communication.
Location tracking is critical for pinpointing the direction of
information flow. If A visits B, this means that information
flows from B to A; if many people visited A, this is very
different from A visiting many people.
We estimate the locations of employees primarily from the
Zigbee RSSI readings through the base stations. We use
additional hints to refine location estimation, including
comparing the RSSI of one badge to another and timestamping
messages sent through the IR channel from one badge to
another.
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“baseline” distance to be a small value. This approximation
assumes that the signal will not be absorbed by obstacles
between the sender and the receiver, and that the signal will not
be deflected or reflected by floors and walls.
This method recovers the distance-RSSI relationship with
acceptable precision – the recovered coordinates are mostly at
open spaces where the effects of obstacles, walls, and floors are
small (such as around base stations 1, 7, 13, and 46), and the
assumed RSSI-distance relationship holds. The temporal
distribution of the estimated coordinates also shows that the
link quality indicator (LQI) – represented as packet loss in this
data set – deteriorates with obstacles and distance between the
base stations and badges: a badge within one booth of a base
station received one message from this base station every 10
seconds, and a badge within two booths or beyond a brick wall
received one message every 20 seconds. The “baseline”
distance is estimated to the diameter of one booth.
We estimate badge coordinates via RSSI to base stations in
other cases through the following process: identify RSSI
records with known positions, construct a training set
, , ,
from these records, train a support
, : ,
vector regression model for each base station that predicts
RSSI to this base station at coordinates , , use the trained
support vector regression model to predict RSSI to this base
station at grid points
Δ ,
Δ ,
,
, , :
GRID, and estimate coordinate sequences from RSSI sequences
with the optimization criteria:
argmin

,
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constraints) [11] to solve the optimization problem. We set the
initial values of the unknown badge coordinates to be the
average of the known coordinates of the recorded base stations

,
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A Viterbi algorithm can solve the optimization problem
iteratively. The penalties count the cases when the estimated
locations of two badges were more than one booth away and
the two badges recorded IR proximity or verbal communication
of each other, or when the estimated locations were more than
three booths away from each other and the two badges
recorded Zigbee proximity of each other.
As such, RSSI records were considered to have known
coordinates under several different conditions. If a badge
recorded at least 6 consecutive RSSI records, approximately 10
seconds apart from each other, from a base station with a value
greater than 0, then the badge was located within from the
base station. If a badge recorded more than 6 RSSI records in
total for the closest two base stations from the work booth of
the employee per minute, then the badge was located inside the
work booth. We use
20 log
20 log
to
generate a grid, with resolution being five booths, and use the
coordinates of the grid nodes and their theoretical RSSI to base
stations as additional training samples to set the prior
distribution of the support vector regression model for when
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Figure 2: The number of tasks assigned to a staff member is
positively correlated to the entropy of his location.

RSSI records from a region to a base station don’t exist. Leaveone-out cross validation shows that our method can estimate
coordinates from RSSI recordings to base stations with
standard deviation being the radius of a booth, and can locate a
badge within one booth from where it should be.
Previous research has already demonstrated that RSSI can
be used for real-world indoor localization with acceptable
accuracy. For example, Haeberlen et. al. located a device from
its Wi-Fi RSSI readings at the correct office in 90% of
estimations in an office building with 33 Wi-Fi access points, 3
floors, and 12 thousand square meters of total space – even
with each office being only 5 meters square and the device
normally having access to only 16 of the Wi-Fi access points
[8]. They attained this accuracy by dividing the building into
510 cells, having each cell estimate the "signature"
probabilistic distribution of RSSI readings to Wi-Fi access
points by collecting 100 scans to these points using a device
with Wi-Fi in the cell, arranging the testing data set and
training data set collected under similar environmental
configurations, and estimating the cell from RSSI readings with
a likelihood ratio test.
While we didn’t encounter any previous attempt to localize
twenty or more Zigbee sensors from their RSSI to anchor
nodes in a real-world setup for such a long span of time, lab
research suggested the feasibility of the undertaking. For
example, Sugano et. al. showed that position estimation error
could be reduced to 1.5-2 meters when the installation density
of "anchor" nodes with fixed positions was set to 0.27
[9]. Blumenthal et. al. showed that a weighted
nodes/
centroid localization algorithm could localize a Zigbee sensor
within 5.3 meters on average based on its RSSI to Zigbee
anchors with fixed positions [10].
IV.

RESULTS

We mapped the RSSI recordings from the employee badges
to a network of 502 grid points evenly distributed throughout

Figure 2 shows the positive correlation between the number
of tasks assigned and where an employee went while working
on a task. The employee with the highest number of
assignments (badge ID 293) received 132 tasks during one
month. His entropy of going to different places to finish these
assignments was 5.75, and he typically went to exp(5.75)=315
grid points in the workspace (out of 502 in total), or 19 booths
of the 28 non-empty booths. The employee with the least
number of assignments received only one task. His entropy was
4.19, and he typically went to exp(4.19)=66 grid points, or 6
booths.
Figure 2 also shows that employees in the pricing branch
and in the configuration branch received and finished
assignments very differently. In terms of overall tasks assigned,
a pricing employee received an average of nine times as many
assignments when they were basic, and three times as many
when they were complex, as a configuration employee was
assigned. Pricing employees also finished these assignments in
parallel, and went to many people to solve these assignments.
Configuration employees, on the other hand, solved advanced
assignments exclusively, worked serially, and went to fewer
people to solve their assignments.
The entropy of location distribution in solving a complex
task is about 10% higher than the entropy of solving a basic
task, meaning that solving a complex task requires discussion
with 10% more people. However, the entropy of location
distribution in solving an advanced task is more centered
around the median in comparison to the entropies of basic and
complex tasks – advanced tasks require only a certain number
of discussions, suggesting that advanced tasks are more selfcontained.
Interpreting the log linear relationship between rate of
completion and entropy in terms of survival analysis, we write
time of completion

exp

∑

,

,
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,

,

is the set of location grids onto which we map
where
,
is the probability that the grid was visited, the
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,
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Figure 3: This adjacency matrix shows a cluster of productive
configuration employees (red dendrogram leaves) and a cluster of
pricing employees (purple dendrogram leaves).

completion, which in turn is the sum of the contributions from
all locations that this employee visited, weighted by the
frequencies with which this employee visited them. The
is
,
contribution of a specific location per visit – log
more critical when the location is less visited; however, over all
visits, the more-frequently-visited locations contributed more
to task completion than the less-visited locations, because
log decreases to 0 when decreases to 0.
Figure 3 shows how often two employees were located
within a distance of one booth (that is, co-located) – rows and
columns are indexed by employees. The brightness of a table
cell is indexed by row and column representing the amount
of time employee and employee were co-located; the whiter
the color, the more total time they were co-located. The
dendrograms to the left and top of the heat map represent how
employees were grouped according to their co-location
relationship. A leaf of the dendrogram corresponds to the same
employee that indexes a row and a column of the heat map,
while the colors on the leaves of the dendrogram represent
different branches in the firm – red is configuration branch,
green coordination branch, and purple pricing branch. The
numbers at the right and bottom sides of the heat map show the
IDs of the employee tracking badges. We constructed the
dendrogram by expressing the amounts of time that an
employee was co-located with other employees as an
observation vector of real numbers regarding this employee,
defining the distance between two employees and to be
where is the correlation coefficient between 's times
√1
of co-location with other employees and 's times of
correlations with other employees. We use Ward's minimum
variance method in hierarchical clustering [12] to find compact,
spherical clusters in constructing the dendrogram.
Employees are consistently co-located with others whose
booths are close by, confirming the previous finding that shared
time and space is a significant factor in relationship-building

[13]. However, employees from different branches have
different patterns in co-location, while employees from the
same branch have similar patterns – not surprising, since
different branches had different types of tasks. Such patterns
differentiate the employees into several clusters. About 70% of
employees in the cluster from badge ID 278 to badge ID 292 in
the heat map were senior configuration staff who did most of
the tasks assigned to the configuration branch and had intensive
co-location with one another but spent only very little time with
other employees. This is because in order to finish the
advanced tasks assigned to them, they needed to visit only 100
~ 200 grid points in the workspace (out of 502 in total), or 7 ~
14 booths (out of 28), and discuss their tasks with only a
limited number of people. About 70% of the employees in the
heat map (cluster from badge ID 265 to badge ID 56) were
novice configuration staff, who in contrast discussed their tasks
with few others but pursued only a small fraction of tasks
assigned to the configuration branch. The cluster of pricing
staff spent less time with one another, but spent more time with
the configuration staff, and performed many more basic
complex assignments per person compared to senior
configuration staff. Note that we used no performance measure
in hierarchical clustering, and the splitting of the configuration
staff into a cluster including more senior members and another
cluster including more junior members is simply because the
senior members and the junior members behave differently.
About 60% of the assignments were related to visiting the
booths of five configuration employees, who themselves had
the largest numbers of assignments in the configuration branch
and disproportionately more advanced and complex
assignments (Figure 4). If we only counted the numbers of
assignments to each employee, we might have mistakenly
thought that the pricing branch was the “visiting center” of the
firm.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we give the first evidence captured by sensor
data in the real world that organizational performance is
determined by information flow in a face-to-face network. We
reconstruct the direction of information flow by estimating
locations through Zigbee RSSI to anchor nodes with fixed
positions, determining who visited whose workspace. Our
results show the potential for introducing a sensor network to
organizational performance engineering, and the potential of
fitting generative models from organizational theory to sensor
network data on organizations through Markov processes.
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